Abstract-Multi-processor Systems-on-chip are currently designed by using platform-based synthesis techniques. In this approach, a wide range of platform parameters are tuned to find the best trade-offs in terms of the selected system figures of merit (such as energy, delay and area). This optimization phase is called Design Space Exploration (DSE) and it generally consists of a Multi-Objective Optimization (MOO) problem.
I. INTRODUCTION
In the recent years, Multi-Processor Systems-on-Chip (MP-SoC) and Chip-Multi-Processors (CMPs) have become the de facto standard for embedded and general-purpose architectures. The platform-based design methodology represents the winning paradigm to design optimized architectures and meeting time-to-market constraints. In this context, parametric System on-Chip (SoC) simulation models are built and evaluated to accurately optimize the architecture to meet the target application requirements in terms of execution time, power consumption and other performance indexes. The main difficulties encountered when performing the above design space exploration (DSE) is the very long simulation time required to evaluate a single platform configuration. In fact, it can vary from several hours to several 1 This work was supported in part by the EC under grant MULTICUBE FP7-216693 days, depending on the application and platform complexity and the system resources dedicated to the simulation. For this reason, researchers are focusing on techniques able to create analytic meta-models of the target objective functions from simulation data collected during optimization [1] , [2] .
In this paper we propose a methodology for heuristic DSE based on evolutionary algorithms. In particular, the contributions of this paper are the following:
• We tackle the problem of designing multi-processor systems-on-chip by using a state-of-the-art evolutionary algorithm (NSGA-II) [3] .
• We extend the above algorithm with an approximate analytic meta-model for multi-processor architectures in order to replace expensive platform simulations with fast meta-model evaluation. The model is based on Artificial Neural Networks.
• We introduce an evolution control strategy to choose which model should be used (platform simulator or meta-model). The proposed evolution control strategy leverages results from statistical modeling of platformbased architectures, by identifying the uncertainty estimation of architectural configurations and simulating only those which are promising from the point of view of execution time or energy consumption. We finally present a set of experimental results obtained by applying the proposed platform-based design heuristic to the exploration of a Chip Multi-Processor architecture [4] (with a number of cores ranging from 2 to 16 cores) running a set of the SPLASH-2 [5] benchmarks.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section II introduces the state-of-the art of multi-processor design space exploration. Section III exposes the methodology proposed in this paper as well as the neural meta-model adopted. Finally, Section IV reports the experimental results on the efficiency and efficacy of the proposed approach.
II. BACKGROUND
Several methods have been recently proposed in literature to reduce the design space exploration complexity by using traditional statistic techniques and advanced exploration algorithms. Among the most recent heuristics for power/performance architectural exploration we can find [6] - [8] . In [6] , the authors compare the Pareto Simulated Annealing, the Pareto Reactive Taboo Search and Random Search exploration to identify energy-performance tradeoffs for a parametric super-scalar architecture running a set of multimedia kernels. In [7] , a combined Genetic-Fuzzy system approach is proposed. The technique is applied to a highly parameterized SoC platform based on a VLIW processor in order to optimize both power dissipation and execution time performance. The technique is based on a Strength Pareto Evolutionary Algorithm coupled with fuzzy system rules in order to speedup the evaluation of the system configurations In [8] , domain knowledge about the platform architecture has been used in the kernel of a design space exploration framework. The exploration problem is converted to a Markov Decision Process (MDP) problem whose solution corresponds to the sequence of optimal transformations to be applied to the platform. The requisite of domain knowledge is the main difference with respect to the proposals in [6] [7] Metamodel assisted optimization such as the one presented in this paper has been deeply studied by researchers in last decade [2] , [9] - [12] . In particular, in [1] , [2] , the authors propose two different methods for exploiting metamodel uncertainty information obtained from a Kriging model [13] . In [1] the metamodel is used only as a pre-selection criterion which excludes from the optimization the worst configurations. In [2] , the metamodel is used for the purpose of identifying the best experiments to be performed to improve the model itself. In both cases, the uncertainty measure provided by statistical metamodel is exploited to trade-off optimization and exploration, leading to high optimization efficiency.
To the best of our knowledge, this paper represent the first approach bringing statistical modeling to meta-model assisted EAs in the field of MPSoC optimization.
III. A MODEL ASSISTED METHODOLOGY FOR

MULTI-PROCESSOR EXPLORATION
The IP reuse and platform-reconfigurability approaches are converging into a platform-based design paradigm, which is strongly influencing today's automatic system synthesis. In this context, a microprocessor-based platform is composed of a number of Intellectual Property (IP) blocks which are integrated, extended and customized for a particular application. The IP-based design flow dramatically lowers the risk of subsystem integration and configuration errors, reducing up to 60% [14] the platform design time while achieving the highest quality of results (QoR).
In general, Design Space Exploration (DSE) consists of an optimization process which takes into account a typical set of IP parameters mainly associated with the memory subsystem configuration (e.g., cache size), the parallelism of the processor (e.g., number of processors and issue width) and the on-chip interconnect configuration. The optimization problem involves the minimization (maximization) of multiple objectives (such as latency, energy, area, etc.) making the definition of optimality not unique [15] . In fact, a system which is the best from the performance point of view, can be the worst in terms of power consumption and vice-versa. Optimal configurations for which no direct dominance can be stated are part of the so called Pareto set [15] .
The methodology proposed in this paper enables the efficient identification of an approximate Pareto set of candidate architectures by minimizing the number of simulations of system configurations. This is a notable achievement, since, nowadays, evaluating the system level figures of merit (e.g., time and energy) of a single system configuration means hours or days of simulations under a realistic workload for complex SoCs.
The chip-multi-processor (CMP) architecture we target is a platform composed of a variable number of out-of-order processors with design-time configurable, private L1 and L2 caches. Inter-processor communication is based on an highbandwidth split transaction bus supporting a write-invalidate snoop-based MESI coherence protocol acting directly between L2 caches, see Figure 1 for a layout of an example configuration. To ensure the coherency of shared data in the memory hierarchy, this protocol generates invalidate/write requests between L1 and L2 caches. To estimate system-level metrics, we leveraged the SESC [4] simulation tool, a fast MIPS instruction set simulator for CMPs providing dynamic energy (indicated as η(x)) and execution cycles (indicated as τ (x)) associated to the execution of user-selected application on a system configuration x. In this paper, we focus our analysis on applications derived from the SPLASH-2 [5] parallel benchmark suite.
Our exploration methodology aims at finding an optimal system configuration minimizing both energy and execution time of a given application:
To solve such a multi-objective problem we propose an exploration methodology based on the NSGA-II [3] evolutionary strategy. The strategy applies operators such as crossover and mutation to process a population of architecture configurations by evaluating the fitness of the associated chromosome x in terms of Pareto-dominance with respect to the system-level objective function Ω(x).
The chromosome structure used in this paper is shown in Figure 2 . The first part of the chromosome is dedicated to expressing the available processor/task parallelism within the architecture by using an integer number associated to the available processor configurations (or levels). This parameter determines also the degree of coarse-grained parallelization of the application which is suitably selected during the simulation. The second part, is dedicated to expressing the actual number of instructions which can be dispatched to the processor functional units simultaneously. Also in this case, a level is associated with the processor issue widths. The final part is dedicated to representing the actual configuration of the memory subsystem in terms of block size, associativity and overall cache size. Each cache parameter is encoded with an integer level which is associated with feasible cache configurations (typically, a power of two). Overall, the chromosome encoding covers the set of parameters shown in Table I which consists into a grand total of 2 17 architecture configurations.
The main difficulties encountered when using a plain NSGA-II algorithm is the very long simulation time required to evaluate the objective function Ω(x) since it depends on actual simulations of the target architecture. In fact, it can vary from a couple of hours to a couple of days, depending on the target application, simulated platform complexity and the computing resources dedicated to the simulation.
For this reason, we introduce an analytic meta-model based on Artificial Neural Networks (ANN) for the target objective function:Ω
such that the components ofΩ(x) (i.e.,η(x) andτ (x)) are efficiently evaluated and represent a reasonable approximation with respect to the metrics measured with an actual simulation of the system. The model is constructed and updated with simulation data collected during optimization and it is a very effective tool for analytically predicting the behavior of the system platform without resorting to a system simulation. In order to choose which model should be used (simulator or ANN) during the fitness evaluation, we introduce an evolution control strategy which leverages results from statistical modeling of platform-based architectures, by identifying the uncertainty estimation of architectural configurations and simulating only those which are promising from the point of view of execution time or energy consumption.
In the following subsections we will describe in detail the ANN based model (by using cross-validation techniques for testing the prediction efficiency) and the proposed evolution control strategy.
A. Neural modeling of system-level energy consumption and execution time
Artificial Neural Networks represent a powerful and flexible method for generalized response surface modeling. The representation power of ANNs is rich enough to express complex interactions among variables. ANN consist of an input layer, output layer, and one or more hidden layers of neuron units. Each unit operates on its inputs to produce an output that it passes to the next layer. The unit calculates its output by applying its activation function to a weighted sum of all its inputs. The most used activation functions are sigmoid and hyperbolic tangent functions.
The ANN model used in this paper is a scalar approximation function. Thus, we need two neural networks, one for predicting η(x) and one for predicting τ (x). Since, in this description, the same considerations apply to both η(x) and τ (x), we will use the symbol 'y' as a synonym for the two figures of merit.
Typically, the ANN is treated as a parametric function of the chromosome representing the target architecture x:
where w represents the weights of the links connecting the neurons whileŷ is the predicted value of the system objective function. Generally, w is computed during a training phase before using the model as a predictor. Given a set of training observations y(x), w is computed in such a way that:
is minimum over all the set of observations. In this paper we use a back-propagation algorithm to perform a least square minimization of the error ǫ by iterating over the training set. To avoid over-fitting (i.e., decrease in the generalization power of the model), we use 20% of the training set as a test set and we iterate over the remaining training set as long as the error on the test set decreases.
Concerning model selection, researchers suggest to use a network dimension size whose number of hidden neurons is within the range of input and output parameters [16] . Thus, we selected a configuration of the network whose hidden layer size is almost half of the architecture parameters (i.e., 5). In order to evaluate the quality of the neural model, we analyzed the following network properties.
• Mean relative error |y −ŷ|/y of the trained network on training samples.
• Normality of the training residuals ǫ. This is evaluated by comparing the distribution of the standardized residuals (SR) ǫ/σ 2 with an ideal normal distribution by means of a Quantile-Quantile (QQ) plot. The rationale behind this kind of plot is that, by construction, all the observations which have a normal distribution are likely to be laid on a straight line. To evaluate the mean error and create the QQ plots for the residuals, we performed, for each of the available benchmarks, the following steps:
• We performed a set of simulations which correspond to 0.1% of the entire design space.
• We pre-processed data with a Box-Cox transform with λ = 0; this step allows to reduce the variance of the observation and improve the model accuracy [17] .
• We performed the training of the ANN model with collected data by using the back-propagation algorithm. Overall, the neural model presented a mean relative error of 4% on energy consumption η(x) and 8.5% on execution time τ (x) and a good normal distribution. Figures 3(a) and  3(b) show the distribution of the standardized residuals for the LU decomposition benchmark, one of the most used in digital signal processing systems. As can be seen, the residuals of the trained ANN model are well approximated by a straigth line, confirming the hypothesis of normal distribution. This behavior consistently repeated for a significant number of the remaining benchmark. We can thus reasonably assume that the selected ANN model is a good model for our methodology.
B. Evolutionary control based on prediction confidence interval
As outlined before, the adopted NSGA-II has been modified in order to be assisted by the ANN during the evaluation of the fitness of each architecture x (see Figure 4 for a block diagram of the optimization flow). Our NSGA-II works by generating a set of candidate architectures X = {x 1 . . . x n } from the current population with a permutation and crossover block (named GEN). The set of configuration X is then fed to the neural network to create a prediction of the objective functionΩ(x). The output of the neural network drives a refinement block that selects the configurations that should be refined with the simulator (to derive the actual value of Ω(x)). The policy with which the refinement is performed is called evolution control strategy. In this work, the refinement block is inspired by [18] . Essentially, it introduces an operator (known as imprecise evaluation filter, or IPE) for deciding if a target architecture x should be simulated or not. The filter operates on the set of candidate architectures X to derive a subset X S to be simulated:
At the end of the simulation, both X S , Ω and X N S ,Ω are fed to the selection block of the NSGA-II to produce the next generation. Besides, X S , Ω is used for improving, by means of an on-line training algorithm, the prediction accuracy of the ANN.
Typically, IPE filters select a fixed percentage of X, by giving priority on the configurations x which can improve the identified Pareto front considering only the prediction mean. This approach is known as Best Control Strategy (BCS) while the characteristic function:
is known as the permeability of the BCS filter. A problem of traditional filtering is that permeability ρ is not dependent on any particular feature of the population, being user-selected. This can introduce some additional simulation-time and/or sub-optimality if the permeability is not correctly set by the user. In this paper, we propose to avoid this problem by introducing an alternative IPE filter π which exploits the information on the prediction confidence interval of each configuration x ∈ X. Basically, if the ANN prediction Ω(x) is such that x is Pareto dominated within a reasonable prediction range by another configuration, the filter excludes it from the configurations to be simulated. We call this approach Safe Dominance Control Strategy (SDCS). The proposed filtering, being based on specific properties of meta-model used, promises to reduce the problems associated with traditional filtering exposed above.
The prediction confidence interval is a range around the predictionΩ(x) which describes its uncertainty. It is usually determined by a parameter α which is a percentage indicating how much is likely that an observed value falls within the prediction range itself. Basically, the higher α the more conservative is the computation of the range around the predictionΩ(x).
We define b α (x) and w α (x) as the estimated best and worst case associated with the problem objectives; they are computed as prediction confidence intervals, considering that ǫ/σ 2 follows a normal distribution with mean zero and unitary variance. As we deal with a minimization objectives, b α (x) and w α (x) are, respectively, the lower and upper bound values of the prediction confidence interval of x [19] .
In the proposed SDCS strategy, we define the operator π such that
where the operator ≺ denotes Pareto dominance.
In practice, the SDCS strategy simulates only the points for which the best case is not Pareto dominated by the worst case of any other point, given a confidence value of α. (a) (b) Figure 5 . Architectural configurations and prediction intervals. On the left, according to the proposed SDCS strategy, the configuration x 1 is not simulated. However, the case on the right forces configuration x 1 to be simulated.
As a final remark, to bootstrap the optimization process, we implemented the evolution control strategy such that the ANN trained with 150 simulations taken randomly from the design space.
IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
In this section, we compare the proposed SDCS-based NSGA-II with a plain NSGA-II and a BCS-based NSGA-II. The comparison is performed by using two criteria:
• Quality of the solution set. This criterion evaluates how much the heuristics solutions found in terms of η(x) and τ (x) are near to the exact Pareto set of the problem. This comparison is possible if the actual Pareto set is known a-priori. To enable this analysis, we performed an exhaustive simulation campaign covering all the configurations of the system and the SPLASH-2 benchmark suite. In this paper, we will use the average distance from reference set (ADRS) [20] as a measure of the distance of the heuristic Pareto solution with respect to the exact Pareto solution. The ADRS is usually measured in terms of percentage; the higher the ADRS, the worst is the heuristic solution.
• Time spent for the optimization. This criterion corresponds to the total amount of time employed by the heuristics to run until the stopping criterion is met. We found that the time associated with simulations was much more significant than the time associated with the heuristic internal computation and the ANN training and evaluation. In fact we measured a total time for training of the ANN models of up to 16 seconds on a x86 3.0GHz machine. Thus we will consider only the simulation time in the next paragraphs.
The results obtained in this section have been gathered by using the set of 4 applications derived from the SPLASH-2 benchmark suite. The four application kernels are the following: Complex 1D FFT (fft), Integer Radix Sort (radix), Ocean Simulation (ocean) and Blocked LU Decomposition (lu). To increase the number of scenarios, 3 different input data-sets has been studied for each application.
For all the algorithms (plain, BCS, SDCS) the initial population size has been set to 45 individuals (roughly 3 orders of magnitude less than the overall design space). In BCS and SDCS, the ANN meta-modeling kicks-in after 150 simulations (which, from our experiments, guarantees a reasonable initial accuracy); the ANN is then re-trained with an on-line learning algorithm every 50 simulations.
The BCS filter permeability (ρ BCS ) has been varied within the set {50%,40%,30%} , as suggested in [11] , [21] , while the confidence interval α of the SDCS has been varied within the set {75%,50%,25%}. However, in this section we will show only the case ρ BCS = 40% and α = 50% which have shown the best combination of ADRS and simulation time over all the other parameter combinations. Figure 6 shows the simulation time savings of the proposed SDCS methodology with respect to the plain NSGA-II and the BCS strategy. In this figure, all the heuristics have been run until a target ADRS T A has been reached. The values of T A considered range from 2% down to 0.5%. It can be seen that decreasing the target ADRS enhances the speed-up of the model assisted methodologies (BCS and SDCS). In particular, for an ADRS of 0.5%, the proposed SDCS brings a 10% improvement on the simulation time with respect to the BCS. More interestingly the speed-up with respect to the plain NSGA-II is up to 35%. Filter Permeability trend for the Safe Dominance Control Strategy with a confidence of 50% during generations. Figure 7 shows the ADRS improvement of the proposed SDCS methodology with respect to the plain NSGA-II and the BCS strategy when all the heuristics are run until a target number of simulation N S has been reached. The values of N S considered range from 400 down to 700. It can be seen that the benefits of SDCS with respect to plain NSGA-II and BCS is already high at 400 simulations. The improvements on ADRS are dramatically higher going up to 700 simulations, reaching improvements of 300% and 400% with respect to BCS and plain NSGA-II.
In summary, the varying permeability of the SDCS filter is useful when the number of simulations starts to increase. As a matter of fact, the permeability ρ SDCS decreases as the ANN model improves and the estimate of the prediction interval decreases. Figure 8 shows the filter permeability ρ SDCS ; this value is to be compared with the permeability value ρ BCS which is 40%. The SDCS strategy is more permissive than the BCS strategy up to 30-40 generations. After that point, the strategy begins to be more selective thanks to the fact that the underlying neural model is becoming reasonably accurate.
V. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, we proposed a model-assisted NSGA-II to address the MPSoC DSE problem. The approach is based on statistical non-linear regression theory to compute prediction confidence intervals for the ANN approximations. These information are adopted in the evolution control strategy of the NSGA-II in order to carefully select which individuals should be simulated.
Experimental results show that the proposed techniques is able to reduce the simulations needed for the optimization from 10% to 35% with respect to conventional approaches. The quality of the heuristic solutions is also improved significantly with reduction of the ADRS higher than 100%.
